From: Patricia
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 11:12 AM
To: email redacted
Subject: reaching out

Dear E’Asha,
I’m writing you to hopefully get past some of the issues that have been cleverly crafted in this reality to
keep us from talking, never mind trusting each other. I know how they operate because I’ve walked
among them ... I recognize the tactics. I believe I understand at least some of your situation. My sincere
hope and intention here is to create the potential for healing.
I only ask one thing ... just please let me know you received this email. Of course you don’t have to do
anything or respond in any way. You don’t even have to read this. But there is a time-sensitive aspect. It
would be best if I hear something before Sept 6th. I have an important decision to make on, or before
that date. And understanding how much potential (and interest) there is for healing would be important
to consider. I am interested in healing.
When I last saw you, I said it would be good if we talked. Admittedly I said it encrypted with my own yetto-heal miasms so it wasn’t as effective an offer as it could have been and I apologize for that – it came
out more sarcastic than it would have in a less vulnerable, more centered moment.
I really do hope you guys make it, and hope that you personally “bring it” as I said to you when we met
in the bathroom. I trust you felt my sincerity there. I know things are changing with regard to the
Speaker roles. And I’ve made choices elsewhere/when similar to what you’ve made here and suffered
similarly... Enough.
I am very grateful for the opportunity to find the teachings here -- words can barely express. They are
the potential way home for so many in this reality... I knew it the moment I watched the Camelot Video.
And recognizing that potential means so much to me, I doubt you really know how much that means to
me. So, my gratitude is most sincere as it is time for me to go home... Enough.
Meanwhile, I understand your sacrifices to bring in the teachings. Actually, I understand more than you
might know ... or think you know about me. I’m guessing a lot of what you appear to think about me
results from disinformation (some of which may actually have been created by me elsewhere in timespace in order to accomplish this very complicated mission). And that’s OK. It’s a choice we’ve cocreated together.
I heard what you said in the last workshop about deep grieving. You may not ever believe me, but I say
without qualification that I have also grieved terrible debilitating bouts myself over this past year. A lot
of that had to do with the situation with name redacted which keeps repeating throughout time space in
the cruelest of ways. This one has been no exception. I am past most of that now and very grateful for

that too. I am not one who grieves publically or even shares on that level with very many people. But
please know that does not mean I do not hurt very deeply, profoundly over this situation. I do... Enough
And since I’ve pretty much known my mission all along -- and not had any clue who I could trust to talk
about it -- there’s been an added level of nearly cripplingly tragic grief as each of the potentials that
were supposed to help me (and so many others) continued to collapse in failure. Sometimes I barely
understood why I was feeling such grief; I just knew deeply that things were going very, very wrong...
again! Enough.
I often think that’s what is most misunderstood about me. I’m always surprised to find how strongly
people believe that I do not feel emotional pain. In fact, it’s quite the opposite. I feel so very deeply that
it’s hard to reconcile within this biology. Yes, there is great hope here -- that’s why I’m still here. I know
there is still a way out. However, there is also great sorrow... Enough.
I was so relieved and grateful for the Monday evening session in the May Workshop. Thank you for
having the courage to go through with that -- I know you could have opted out. But you went for it. And
I totally respect that. It filled-in a lot of gaps for me and helped me align more clearly with my broader
mission perspective. I chose a similar emotional purging after that workshop which was very freeing as I
realized/remembered so many of my own missing pieces. So, while I understand it was very difficult for
you, please know it was very, very helpful. And I can definitely understand the situation. I chose to
create a situation where the being that inhabits JB did a real number on me in those times as well...
Enough.
I’m writing you now because I’m at a decision-point and it would be really good if we communicated.
But you are refusing all offers and all who are closest to you are following suit and closing ranks -- that’s
what it looks like from my perspective. And while I totally respect and honor those free will choices, the
probabilities are slimming for many of the best potentialities... Enough.
I believe (around 5 years ago now) that Ma’a came to me at least twice to wake me up. He worked on
clearing a seal on my crown chakra and then he introduced me to name redacted. He and I were
supposed to establish/maintain communications and build an effective partnership for some larger
healing contracts.
There’s so much of this that we can hardly understand from this perspective ... the warring and conflict
goes so much higher/broader than we even know... than the Rishi level even knows. Our job here is just
to try to heal and to get ourselves out. That will seed healing for our broader perspectives. It’s a valiant
effort and appeared to be well worth the risk (at least at the onset :) And there is a significant portion of
this that has to do with gender polarities. You mentioned that in the FOL orientation and I would have
liked to hear more about that (as well as Rose anatomy).
Anyway, you may also know that this whole thing is in a giant aquifer of some kind (maybe at the
CosMAyah level or even broader ... I’m not sure about that yet). And there are much more than Rays.

There are Octopus/Squid-type beings who are warring, feeding-off enormous consciousness and
certainly not loving each other. It’s all very convoluted and can even feel a bit silly when you think about
it from here. But it is nonetheless very real and very much affecting this reality. My original spark
intention was to seed healing out here in the farthest densities which would bubble up/in/out to
broader consciousness. I still believe that somehow finding a way to establish trusting healing
foundations out here that will result in broader healing. And that’s why I’ve continued to come to
workshops and tried repeatedly reaching out to various people.
I’m sharing some of my details here so you can get a sense of who I am and what I’m about -- a sense
directly from me. If communications had been successfully established, then I could have told you the
things I’m writing here in person and much, much more. But, the communications aren’t being
established and the time for a choice is at hand. My over-arching choice is to go home from here. I’m
very likely staying at least until 2047. But the exact timing and circumstances are yet to be determined. I
am definitely going home whole. The only thing in question is how much of my mission I can salvage at
this point.
OK, so all of that was to share a bit about myself ... maybe give you a perspective of me that you have
not considered. I see that you are in great turmoil and I know that I could help. However, I also respect
that you have chosen a belief structure that makes our collaboration a very slim potentiality. Actually,
I’m not heaping that all on you. I’ve had my share of rage which has been very difficult to heal, especially
alone. And rage is very unattractive... Enough.
And what comes next is a question followed by two pieces of unsolicited advice. So, if you’re not
interested in communicating with me, please consider stopping here (if you’re even still reading :)
Whatever you choose is really OK with me. I am honestly not vested either way and truly have
absolutely no set expectations. I see that your message board has blocked all of my posts (I’ve written
20 since I joined in June). And I respect and honor the choice to exclude my contribution there and have
left the eGroup. (One thing I want to make completely clear here... I’ve also left the other eGroup. I did
that right after the May WS. So, leaving your eGroup should not be interpreted as a choice for the others.
I don’t see it that way at all ...like there are two camps and I must align with one or the other. I’m opting
out of that kind of polarity. I left your eGroup because it was obvious to me that my contributions were
not welcome. So staying would be disrespectful of the group and also of myself).
Anyway, please believe me when I say that the only reason I’m writing this it to make sure that I attempt
every imaginable way to accomplish as much of my mission as possible. I’m ‘leaving it all on the field’ as
they say in baseball ... leaving nothing unexplored. No ‘what-ifs’ when I get home... Enough
I’m just respectfully acknowledging that you and I have not come anywhere near the type of relationship
where advice would naturally be given or received. So, I’m really going out on a limb offering it of my
own volition because I think it might be helpful. That said, I tend to be kind of blunt... fair warning :) So,
again ... if any of that is not interesting to you please stop reading now.

First the question: Do you have any interest in healing the issues between us?
And now two pieces of the advice:
1. Believing you know more about another than they know about themselves rarely turns out to be the
advantage it might initially appear to be. In fact it’s often the exact opposite -- a distinct disadvantage
because this belief positions your perspective inconsistent with local consciousness which is actually
where all the creation power is. So, believing you know more about another than they know about
themselves actually dis-empowers you and most often back-fires. Please consider assuming that you
always know less about others than they know about themselves. No matter how many Beloved sources
you may tap ... no one can ever know more about another than the other knows about self. It’s just not
possible especially in realities that are this dense.
Whenever receiving information from broader consciousness into a denser world, it’s also helpful to
consider the effect of the agenda of broader consciousness. Just because a being occupies broader
consciousness does not make them infallible. It especially does not guarantee that their perspective is
necessarily helpful here. So, what they chose to share and when they share it can actually have a lot
more to do with their agenda than yours. And it’s fair to assume there are healing opportunities at many
conscious levels, not just here.
Always better to assume that you actually have less information about others than they can individually
get through their own vertical connections. And please be very carefully whenever you chose to share
anything about anyone else. That can create way too many opportunities for detrimental twists.

2. Amplify your strengths. You are actually amplifying your weaknesses in an apparent response to the
manipulations of others. Your strength is your compassion. Yet you are showing and embodying very
little of that strength. Instead you are portraying the opposite of compassion.
Compassion is a magnetic, inclusive energy. The effect of your message is “there’s the door”-style which
is opposite of compassion. (I TOTally understand the emotional constructs that create this. And as I said
above, I understand the rationale for setting you up this way. You say you’re not angry. Honestly, I’d
respectfully suggest that you explore the potential that you are a bit pissed-off... most people would be. I
certainly have been splashing around in the rage pool myself... it can be cathartic. And so, I empathize
with you in this regard ... so please know that I’m only sharing this to be constructive. Maybe you don’t
have anyone around you who gives you this kind of direct/constructive feedback? I don’t know you well
enough to know how you’d take this type of feedback. So, I’m acknowledging the risk in even saying it
here ... ‘leaving it all on the field’.)
Listen to the workshop recordings objectively ... you’ll likely sense what I’m trying to say here. Your
weakness is authoritative leadership. You keep trying to embody that kind of authority and it’s just
never going to work ... sorry, but that has to be said. You’re not a natural “captain of the ship.” I

completely understand why you would say that ... even how that expectation could be interpreted from
the input of broader consciousness. But the fact is you simply aren’t built for that kind of leading. You’re
in over your head in that area. And people sense that you are stretching way beyond your template.
That’s a terrible burden for you.
You should stick with your strengths. You definitely have them. You are naturally compassionate. You
are very intelligent. You are eloquent and deftly able to describe complex constructs. You are charming
in a way that engages people to listen to your message. All of those gifts are trumped the moment you
start ranting (again ... not compassionate. And again I’m truly sorry if this is too blunt and I don’t know
you well enough to know how this might be received. So, please just know that I’m only saying these
things this way because the mission is too important to pussyfoot around).
You would get a lot further if you focused solely on your strengths rather than trying to instantly grow
out of your weaknesses in this kind of turbulence. There will surely be time for that growing later.

OK ... all of that said, if you’re still reading this. THANK YOU! And I can’t emphasize enough my sincerity
and determination to heal. I am healing myself. I know that. And I’m open to healing with you if that’s
your choice. If not, then I’m ready to let go of that potential because it has appeared so far that you
really want absolutely nothing to do with me (or in some ways see me as a ‘necessary evil’ that needs to
be mitigated while being tolerated when actually that could not be further from my truth... a tip of my
hat to the ones who set this contrast up ... well-done boys).
And I also know that I’m way out a limb here not only by offering unsolicited advice, but also by sharing
(rather transparently) my perspectives on the broader situation here, and especially my own personal
mission. For example, you might think I’m completely in the weeds with all (or most) of what I’ve
written here. I understand and respect that we all usually have different perspectives on such things and
you likely have very different understandings of some of what I’ve shared here (ain’t God Source grand
that way? ... everyone can have completely different interpretations of exactly the same circumstances.
It’s always helped me to remember that truth is subjective from all but the broadest of perspectives...
that of God Source itself :) Anyway, now is not the time for shyness or holding back to wait for the ‘next
round’. I am choosing not to have a ‘next round’... Enough.
And I sincerely wish you all the best regardless of how (or if) we communicate going forward. I have
great regard for you and what you do and will always be grateful for the Freedom Teachings in this
reality.

Ah-hoo-NA’-Ta O-ma’-TU Whu-SeN’
Pat

